**Return Reference** | **Explanation**
--- | ---
**Part II, Line 26** | Drawdown of the Heartland reserve $329; Outstanding credit card balance $34
**Part III, Line 31** | Visionary Activism: Climate Conversations - Building an ecologically supportive community is an important part of The Resilient Activist's mission and our monthly Climate Conversations reflect this. In 2020, we hosted twelve events with topics that included Transformation of a Superfund Site to an Ecological Habitat, Exforming Grief, Climate Card Deck, Falling in Love With Nature, Resilience, Reconnecting to Nature, Native Wisdom, Conversations on the 2040 Movie and watch party, and interviews with Visionary Activists. Recordings of many of these events are on our YouTube Channel https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdMD4_4gzolMJIrcQEx3NA We hosted 26 hours of programming for 164 participants. In-kind donations to coordinate and host these events totaled $3,025.
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